Characterization of C-terminal tail determinants involved in CRTH2 receptor trafficking: identification of a recycling motif.
The molecular mechanisms regulating the trafficking of the CRTH2 receptor are poorly understood. In the present study, we characterize C-terminal tail determinants involved in the agonist-induced trafficking of the CRTH2 receptor for prostaglandin D(2). Our results showed that progressive deletion of C-terminal tail residues from amino acid 395 up to 337 gradually impaired CRTH2 internalization by approximately 50% as measured by ELISA in HEK293 cells. Surprisingly, further deletion of the C-tail to amino acid 328 or 317 resulted in receptor mutants displaying internalization similar to the wild-type receptor. Individual mutations of Asp(330), Ser(331), Glu(332), and Leu(333) to Ala in the C-tail of the full length receptor resulted in a 45% increase in internalization of the receptor mutants relative to the wild-type receptor. Pretreatment with the recycling inhibitor monensin increased internalization of the wild-type receptor but did not affect that of the D330A, S331A, E332A and L333A mutants, indicating that these residues are part of a recycling motif. Further experiments revealed that Asp(330), Ser(331) and Glu(332) are not only involved in receptor recycling, but are also required for promotion of CRTH2 internalization by GRK2 and GRK5. Site-directed mutagenesis identified Thr(347) as a major site for PKC-induced internalization of the receptor. Confocal microscopy revealed that arrestin-3 dissociated from the receptor after agonist stimulation and internalization, suggesting that CRTH2 is a class A G protein-coupled receptor. Our study identified specific amino acids in the CRTH2 receptor C-tail implicated in the agonist-induced internalization and the recycling of the receptor.